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ABSTRACT

Research activity spanning more than five decades has led to index organizations, compression schemes, and traversal algorithms that allow extremely rapid response to ranked queries against very large text collections. However, little attention has been paid to the interactions between these many components, and the additivity of algorithmic improvements has not been explored. Here we examine the extent to which efficiency improvements add up. We employ four query processing algorithms, four compression codecs, and all possible combinations of four distinct further optimizations, and compare the performance of the 256 resulting systems to determine when and how different optimizations interact. Our results over two test collections show that efficiency enhancements are, for the most part, additive, and that there is little risk of negative interactions. In addition, our detailed profiling across this large pool of systems leads to key insights as to why the various individual enhancements work well, and indicates that optimizing "simpler" implementations can result in higher query throughput than is available from non-optimized versions of the more "complex" techniques, with clear implications for the choices needing to be made by practitioners.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Large web search engines serve results to many thousands of queries each second, against collections containing billions of documents. While the cost of each search is inconsequential [52], in aggregate there are enormous expenditures involved, for hardware and for electricity (the latter for both processing and cooling). Query processing cost minimization is thus a critical business driver for search vendors. The deployment of low-latency systems is also an important factor in terms of user satisfaction and retention [6, 46].

In any search system, there is a trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness. To boost the latter, more complex similarity models are employed, with more extensive processing steps involved for each query. Effectiveness is often measured using test collections comprising a fixed set of documents, a fixed set of queries, and a set of relevance judgments, with numeric scores calculated using an agreed effectiveness metric. That framework allows large-scale repeated experimentation across techniques, and like-for-like comparison of alternatives; it has also supported long-running projects such as TREC and NTCIR. In a retrospective survey undertaken in 2009, Armstrong et al. [5] examined the additivity of a set of orthogonal techniques for improving effectiveness, finding that while heuristics are broadly additive, it should not be assumed that improvements always "add up". Other researchers have also explored additivity across effectiveness enhancements [1, 25].

Here we examine the extent to which efficiency improvements can be said to "add up". We employ four query processing algorithms, four compression codecs, and all possible combinations of four distinct further optimizations, and compare the performance of the 256 resulting systems on two large document collections to determine when and how different optimizations interact. Query processing time (50th and 95th percentiles) for the key task of top-k retrieval (that is, identifying and reporting the k highest-scoring documents as identified by a defined similarity heuristic) is the primary yardstick used for comparison, but index size is also of interest, plus, in the final analysis, implementation complexity as a surrogate for programming cost.

Given this context, a range of questions can be articulated:

- **RQ1**: Do efficiency enhancements provide more benefit to weak algorithms than to strong algorithms?
- **RQ2**: Are efficiency enhancements additive?
- **RQ3**: Is there any "volatility risk" introduced when efficiency enhancements are added?
- **RQ4**: Can query throughput and index space be traded against each other in a useful way?
- **RQ5**: What trade-offs exist beyond throughput and index space?

The remainder of this paper considers these five areas.

2 BACKGROUND

## Additivity, Efficiency, and Reproducibility

As already noted, additivity of effectiveness has been explored in some detail [1, 5, 25]. There has been less attention given to additivity in the area of efficiency, and the focus has instead been on reproducibility as an area of interest. For example, a sequence of SIGIR workshops has explored ways in which researchers might benefit by strategically building on each others’ work, and proposals towards that goal have also emerged [22, 29]. In their study of selective search, Kim et al. [26] explicitly consider the interaction between topical sharding and dynamic pruning as a question of efficiency additivity, and find that they provide independent benefit.
Recent work also demonstrated the additivity of static and dynamic pruning techniques [34].

The earlier work of Armstrong et al. [5] also raised the issue of baselines in experimentation, in comments intended as a guide to researchers working in effectiveness, but equally pertinent to efficiency-related activities. Commentary in regard to the use of competitive baseline systems has also been provided for neural ranking systems [61] and for recommender systems [14].

2.2 Scalable Query Processing

Modern search engines operate within strict latency constraints. However, effective ranking models are often computationally expensive, with hundreds of scoring features per document [32]. A common approach to balance these trade-offs is to utilize ranking cascades [56], where a simple ranker is used to quickly find a set of possibly relevant documents (candidate generation), which are then re-ranked via more expensive models. The focus in this paper is on first-phase ranking.

Bag-of-Words Similarity Scoring. Typical candidate generation models assume term independence, with documents scored by accumulating independent term-document contributions. Given an n-term query \( Q = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\} \), and a document \( d \), the score of \( d \) with respect to \( Q \) is computed as a contribution sum over terms:

\[
S(Q, d) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C(t_i, d),
\]

where \( C(t, d) \) represents the score contribution to document \( d \) derived from term \( t \). Document- and query- independent weights can also be incorporated, with many similarity models then covered, including the frequently-used BM25 model [45].

Efficient Index Traversal. To facilitate bag-of-words ranking an inverted index is used, with a postings list stored for each unique term \( t \) and containing a sequence of document identifiers and their term-frequency (tf) information [63]. Of the alternative storage options we assume that a document-ordered arrangement is in use.

Document-ordered indexes store postings in ascending document identifier order, facilitating Document-at-a-Time (DAAT) traversal and scoring [13]. A min-heap of the top-\( k \) documents is maintained, together with a threshold \( \theta \) that tracks the lowest score amongst those \( k \). Exhaustive RankedOR processing proceeds by computing a score for every candidate document as the query terms’ postings lists are merged; checking that score against \( \theta \); and updating the heap (and hence \( \theta \)) if necessary.

While simple, naïvely evaluating every document that contains one or more of the terms is expensive, and a range of dynamic pruning algorithms have been developed to reduce the number of documents scored. In particular, Broder et al. [8] observed that if per-term upper-bound contributions are pre-computed, they can be used to quickly eliminate from consideration any documents with no prospect of reaching a score of \( \theta \). To implement this idea, the largest \( C(t, d) \) in each postings list is stored as \( U_t \). During processing, partial sums of the \( U_t \) values guide the selection of documents which might enter the top-\( k \). Petri et al. [42] explain this WAND mechanism in more detail, and provide pseudocode.

Ding and Suel [18] made further gains with their block-max indexing approach. Instead of storing only one global \( U_t \) bound per postings list, which can lead to generous overestimates of true scores, Ding and Suel suggest storing upper bounds on a per-block basis (denoted by \( U_{t,b} \)), with multiple bounds within each postings list. The resultant block-max WAND (BMW) algorithm operates in the same way as WAND, but with the more accurate block-wise upper-bound scores further accelerating query processing.

Most recently, Mallia et al. [35] showed that allowing the blocks to be variable in size generates even tighter upper-bound scores. The resulting VBMW algorithm represents the (current) state-of-the-art for fast top-\( k \) query processing [35, 37], particularly when \( k \) is small. We note the existence of other algorithms and index organizations such as both DAAT and TAAT MaxScore mechanisms [55] and Score-at-a-Time index traversal [13], but focus on the WAND-family of optimizations in this work. More details can be found in the recent survey of Tonellotto et al. [52].

Compression Codecs. The representation of the stored index is a second important facet of efficient system design. Integer compression techniques allow the index size to be substantially reduced, and, at the same time, allow query throughput to be increased. A wide range of such methods have been developed, each with differing blends of attributes [44, 58, 63].

Mallia et al. [37] examine eleven approaches in the context of DAAT processing, including comparing four representative codecs in detail. Following their lead we employ the same four codecs: OptPFD (OptPFD) [60]; Partitioned Elias-Fano (PEF) [41]; Vectorized Binary Faking (SIMD-BCP) [27]; and a derivative of Variable Byte known as Varint-G8IU [50]. Details of these methods can be found in the survey by Pibiri and Venturini [44].

3 EFFICIENCY INNOVATIONS

We now turn to four distinct optimizations which can be applied individually or in combinations with any of the four processing regimes (RankedOR, WAND, BMW, and VBMW) that were summarized in Section 2. Table 1 lists these optional “add-ons”.

3.1 Factor P: Predicting the Heap Threshold

Dynamic pruning algorithms use the current heap threshold \( \theta \) as a target value to identify documents for scoring. The higher that value, the fewer documents scored. In ordinary processing, \( \theta \) is initialized to the lowest score that can be assigned to any document, denoted by \( \nabla \), typically either zero or negative infinity. During query processing, \( \theta \) then monotonically increases towards its final value \( \Theta_k \), corresponding to the \( k \)th highest scoring document for the query \( Q \).

A key observation then follows: initializing \( \theta \) to some value closer to \( \Theta_k \) (but not exceeding it) will likely result in fewer documents being scored, and hence faster query processing. This leads to methods for predicting the min-heap threshold to determine a suitable initialization \( \theta = \Theta_k \) in order to accelerate query processing. Figure 1 illustrates this idea.
Table 1: The four add-on optimizations that are explored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>At index time, the $k$th highest score for each postings list is computed and stored. At query time, the maximum of these values across the query terms is used to initialize the min-heap threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantization</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>At index time, the score of every posting is computed and quantized into a single $b$-bit integer value. At query time, scoring involves adding the corresponding quantized scores together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reordering</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>At index time, the document identifiers are re-ordered, resulting in better compression and term locality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopping</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>At query time, stopwords are removed from the query if possible, allowing fewer postings to be processed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Threshold prediction, with $k = 3$ documents being identified. The blue line shows normal processing, where the threshold is initialized to a minimum value; the red line shows the effect of using an initial score threshold. Orange dots depict documents which would be scored when the default threshold is used, but would be skipped if the higher initial value was used. As long as the initial threshold is lower than the final value $\Theta_k$, the answer set is guaranteed to be correct (adapted from Petri et al. [43]).

Unsafe methods have also been explored [11, 38]. One approach that has been successful is to employ machine-learning to predict $\hat{\Theta}_k$ for each query. The downside of unsafe methods is that if $\hat{\Theta}_k > \Theta_k$, the query may not contain the correct top-$k$ documents, and follow-up processing must be conducted if correctness is to be assured [43].

3.2 Factor Q: Index Quantization

The computation of document/query similarity scores, required to accurately rank documents, is another expensive aspect of query processing. The underlying models used to compute similarity scores often rely on floating point arithmetic, including divisions, and hence require many CPU cycles per document scored.

Anh et al. [4] note that this cost can be mitigated by computing all similarity contributions offline, and storing each such impact score in the inverted index, rather than the raw elements of the computation. Since similarity functions typically generate real-valued contributions, it is expensive to store them for each posting; instead, they are quantized into $b$-bit integers in the range $[1, 2^b - 1]$. Then, at query time, processing a top-$k$ query involves summing the corresponding $b$-bit integers, with integer addition requiring far fewer clock cycles than floating point multiplication and division.

Various quantization methods have been explored, including those which provide higher fidelity in the lower or higher score ranges. However, the best approximation of the original score distribution can be computed with uniform quantization [4, 12], which approximates the score distribution of the impacts across $b$ buckets, resulting in very similar effectiveness to the original $tf$ index when a sufficiently large value of $b$ is used [12].

Configurations Measured. We examine quantization (factor “Q”) via the uniform quantization approach of Anh et al. [4], with the quantized impacts being stored in lieu of the $tf$ values. At query time, scoring involves summing these quantized values. The absence of quantization corresponds to a default $tf$ index, with score contributions computed during query processing.
3.3 Factor R: Document Reordering

Postings lists store document numbers in increasing order, with most compression techniques exploiting the fact that in this arrangement the differences between successive identifiers (the \(d\)-gaps) are, on average, very small. Further savings arise if each term’s occurrences are non-random through the collection – the ideal situation being when they are clustered into widely separated dense regions, with runs of small \(d\)-gaps. Document reordering, also known as document identifier reassignment, is the process of reassigning the document identifiers, so that when the index is formed, documents that are “like” each other (in that they have many terms in common) are placed near to each other [49].

In addition to saving index space, document reordering can also improve query throughput [19, 37, 60], with newer approaches jointly optimizing for both space and time [57]. While improvements to query processing efficiency from reordering are not well studied, the basis for gains is clear: in conjunctive processing, document reordering produces longer \(skips\) and fewer decompressions [60]; and the more compact a representation, the more likely it will be cache friendly.

Document Reordering Approaches. Early work focused on using the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) as a heuristic to find tours across a graph of document-to-document similarity values, thereby clustering similar documents together [7, 19, 47]. Silvestri [48] explores a series of straightforward heuristics, showing that ordering a collection by the underlying document URLs provides improved compression rates compared to random reordering. Sorting by URL works well because documents from the same website usually share many common terms, increasing the clustering of the underlying postings lists.

Recently, Dhulipala et al. [17] describe a method for directly optimizing the expected storage cost of the encoded index. They construct a bipartite graph between the terms and the documents of the index, and then split the graph into two halves. After each split, an estimate is made of the compression gain generated by swapping each document from one partition to the other. When positive gains are observed, the algorithm swaps documents between the two partitions and iterates, stopping after a fixed number of cycles. The process then recurses on the two partitions, stopping at a pre-defined depth. This elegant approach provides the current state-of-the-art for both graph and index reordering [17, 33].

Configurations Measured. We examine reordering (factor “R”) via Dhulipala et al.’s BP algorithm [17, 33], applying it as a pre-indexing step. The absence of reordering corresponds to an index built with randomly shuffled document identifiers. We note that while other reference orderings are possible [37], randomizing the ordering prevents any artifacts that might arise in the experimentation as a result of (the often unknown) document collection strategy.

3.4 Factor S: Stopping

One of the simplest possible optimizations, stopping involves removing commonly observed terms from either documents (during indexing) or queries (as they are parsed prior to being evaluated). Applying stopping during indexing allows for a smaller index, but is inherently lossy; queries composed of stop words such as “to be or not to be” cannot be answered on a stopped index. As such, a more flexible approach is to apply the stop list to incoming queries. Stopping is not safe, and the result of executing a stopped query may differ from that obtained for the original query.

Configurations Measured. We examine query-time stopping (factor “S”) via the Indri stop list, which contains 418 common English terms. The absence of stopping simply means the queries are unchanged. Queries which were empty after stopping were discarded from both query logs to avoid biasing the experimental analysis.

3.5 Modes, Enhancements, and Additivity

The key theme explored in this work is determining which combinations of these techniques – the four query processing modes described in Section 2, and the four possible enhancements to them that have been described in this section – are complementary, and hence additive. The alternative is for different “improvements” to be exploiting the same underlying inefficiencies in different ways, and hence be substitutes for each other and non-additive when combined. A further dimension is introduced when the question of compression codec is added, since decompression costs while processing the index also involve a trade-off between time and space. The next section describes detailed experiments over a large number of implementation combinations to explore these issues.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental Setup

Hardware and Software. All experiments were performed entirely in-memory on a Linux machine with two 3.50 GHz Intel Xeon Gold 6144 CPUs and 512 GiB of RAM. Timings are reported as the average of three independent runs. The document collections were indexed using Indri 5.11 with Krovetz stemming, and then converted to a format readable by PISA [36], which was used to conduct all subsequent indexing and query processing experiments.

Datasets and Queries. Two public collections are used:
- Gov2, \(^3\) around 25 million .gov sites crawled during 2004.
- ClueWeb12B, \(^4\) the “B” portion of the 2012 ClueWeb crawl, containing around 52 million web documents.

Table 2 reports statistics after indexing by Indri.

The publicly available Million Query Track (MQT) queries from the 2007, 2008, and 2009 TREC Million Query Track [2, 3, 10] were used, with 5,000 queries sampled from the 60,000 candidates.\(^5\) The sampling process selected 1,000 queries of each length from 1 to 4, plus a further 1,000 queries containing 5 or more terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Unique Terms</th>
<th>Postings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gov2</td>
<td>23,205,179</td>
<td>39,180,841</td>
<td>5,880,709,591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClueWeb12B</td>
<td>52,343,021</td>
<td>165,309,502</td>
<td>15,319,871,265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\)http://lemurproject.org/clueweb12/
\(^5\)http://arcs.gla.ac.uk/test_collections/gov2-summary.htm
\(^6\)http://lemurproject.org/clueweb12/2
\(^7\)https://trec.nist.gov/data/million.query.html
Table 3: Space (GiB) for the postings lists of the ClueWeb12B index using two orderings, four compression codecs, and either tf form (top) or quantized form with $b = 9$ (bottom).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ordering</th>
<th>Term Frequency Index</th>
<th>Quantized Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OptPFD</td>
<td>PEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fixed Parameters and Settings. For document ranking, the BM25 [45] model was used, as it is a cheap-yet-effective approach that permits dynamic pruning [42]. Recent work has explored subtle variations of BM25 [23, 54]; the PISA overview [36] provides a precise definition of the computation employed. Parameter values of $k_1 = 0.4$ and $b = 0.9$ were used [53].

Where block-based compression was used, postings lists were encoded as fixed-length blocks of 128 integers, with blocks of less than 128 values encoded with Binary Interpolative coding [39]. The block-max score structures used by BMW and VBMW employ, respectively, fixed and variable length blocks, containing an average of 40 postings each [35]. Where quantized indexes were employed, term-document contributions were mapped into 256 buckets ($b = 8$) for Gov2, and into 512 buckets ($b = 9$) for ClueWeb12B. These choices provide sufficient resolution to avoid effectiveness loss [12, 13].

4.2 Space Consumption

Space consumption was measured for two index orderings (Random and BP), four compression codecs, and for both plain tf values and quantized impacts. In the interests of brevity only the ClueWeb12B results are shown, with the same trends observed for Gov2.

Postings Lists. Table 3 reports the size, in GiB, of the postings lists for all sixteen different ClueWeb12B indexes. Two trends emerge: first, applying the BP reordering improves the space occupancy of the inverted indexes, irrespective of the compression codec employed; and second, the quantized indexes are larger than the tf-based ones, as expected. The OptPFD and PEF codecs provide the best compression, with PEF slightly smaller over tf indexes, and the converse true for quantized indexes.

The Varint-G8IU codec is less sensitive to both index ordering and to quantization. This is because Varint-G8IU is a byte-aligned encoder, and thus only realizes gains when the $d$-gaps in the document-identifier lists are reduced [37].

Indexes based on a URL-sorted arrangement were also measured, and were between 500 MiB and 5 GiB larger than the equivalent BP index, depending on the codec used. An interesting aspect of these results is that they both reproduce the findings of Mallia et al. [37] and also extend the comparison to include quantized indexes, previously only examined in isolation [12, 13].

Table 4: Space overhead (GiB, ClueWeb12B) to support dynamic pruning, with the $U_t$ entry the cost of storing upper-bound scores (32 bits per postings list), and the $Q_k$ entry the total cost of storing the $k$ th highest scores in each sufficiently long postings list, with $k \in \{10, 100, 1000\}$. The other entries are the cost of storing block-level upper-bound scores, with 64 bits required per block (32 bits for an upper-bound score, and 32 bits for a block-bounding document number). The bounds in a quantized index have very similar costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$U_t$</th>
<th>$Q_k$</th>
<th>Mean Block Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Upper-Bound Scores and Thresholds. Upper-bound scores must be kept on a per-list (WAND) or per-block (BMW, VBMW) basis, where blocks may or may not be of fixed size. Table 4 summarizes the cost of these bounds for ClueWeb12B. The list-wise upper-bounds, denoted $U_t$, cost only 32 bits per postings list, but are stored for every term. On the other hand, the block-wise upper-bounds must also be accompanied by an "endpoint" value describing the documents spanned by the block, and cost 64 bits per block. The total cost of storing block-wise upper-bounds then depends on the total number of blocks stored, and hence on their average size. Larger blocks result in a smaller memory footprint, but also generate smaller throughput improvements [35].

In the experimental configurations, block-wise upper-bounds added an overhead of between 3% to 6% for Gov2 (not shown), and of between 4% to 6% for ClueWeb12B (Table 4), with the exact amount determined by both the compression codec and block configuration; for example, the worst-case overhead for ClueWeb12B arises when using a mean block size of 16 and a BP ordered tf index with PEF encoding. There is a clear trade-off between the compression codec used and the space available for metadata such as block-wise upper-bound scores; and all other things being equal, better compression may permit smaller block sizes.

Table 4 also lists the cost of adding up to three "$k$ th highest scores" to each postings list. Large values of $k$ require less storage overhead, as fewer postings lists are likely to have a length $\geq k$ elements [24]. For example, across its 39,180,841 unique terms, the Gov2 index maintains 3,336,298 scores for $k = 10$; another 818,295 for $k = 100$; and just 117,532 scores for $k = 1000$. In total, keeping $k$ th-largest scores for $k \in \{10, 100, 1000\}$, adds an overhead of between 0.1% to 0.5% for Gov2 (not shown), and between 0.1% to 0.4% for ClueWeb12B, with the percentages taken relative to the smallest and largest compressed indexes.

4.3 Query Processing Latency

The next experiments compare query latency, considering each of the four query processing mechanisms (Section 2), taken with and without each of the four enhancements (Section 3, considering all combinations), and coupled with each of the four compression codecs. That is, a total of $4 \times 2^2 \times 4 = 256$ systems are explored. For brevity, in this section results are only reported for the SIMD-BP128 codec, as it was found to be the fastest (and also by Mallia et al. [37]). The other codecs are explored further in Section 5.2.
Comparing Algorithms. While most configurations follow the expected pattern of RankedOR being less efficient than WAND, WAND being less efficient than BMW, and BMW being less efficient than VBMW, there are also some interesting exceptions. Firstly, with the default configuration, we note that WAND is only slightly slower than both BMW and VBMW, and actually outperforms them when considering tail latency. Similar outcomes are present for all single optimizations with the exception being reordering, which greatly improves the block-based algorithms. Similar trends can be observed in the two-optimization group, where WAND outperforms its more advanced counterparts in two of seven cases for median latency, and in four of seven cases for tail latency. Again, WAND outperforms BMW and VBMW on median latency for one and two configurations (of four) when considering three-optimizations, and is only narrowly beaten when all four optimizations are considered.

Further analysis, across both algorithms and enhancements, reveals that WAND with all optimizations enabled outperforms every instance of BMW which used two or fewer optimizations, and also outperforms two of the four BMW configurations which employ three optimizations. Furthermore, WAND with all optimizations outperforms most instances of VBMW using two or fewer optimizations, and even outperforms VBMW with P+Q+S. This behavior can be observed when comparing the tail latency of RankedOR with full optimizations to the default and some single-optimization instances of BMW and VBMW.

These relative outcomes raise key questions for practitioners, who must balance the effort spent adding enhancements to a current implementation against the likely benefit of commencing a completely new implementation of a nominally "better" underlying processing approach. Section 6 discusses this issue further.

5 UNDERSTANDING THE INTERACTIONS

We now turn our focus to the way that optimizations and algorithms interact, and in particular, to whether there is a risk of overall throughput gains masking increased volatility in the cost of individual queries. To facilitate that analysis, for each of the four enhancements (Section 3) all possible system pairs are formed, first without that enhancement, and then with it. Let \( S_B \) denote a baseline system that does not include a particular optimization \( O \) \( \in \{P, Q, R, S\} \), and \( S_I \) denote \( S_B \) with the further inclusion of \( O \). For example, \( S_B \) might be WAND+P+Q, in which case there are two possible \( S_I \) systems: WAND with stopping added as well, to yield the WAND+P+Q+S system; and the other being the WAND+P+Q+R combination. For each optimization \( O \in \{P, Q, R, S\} \) there are thus eight possible \( S_B, S_I \) pairs for each of the four underlying processing regimes. For each such pair, the execution deltas between the \( S_B \) and \( S_I \) systems are measured on a per-query basis, with positive deltas representing improvements resulting from \( O \) being added, and negative deltas representing degradations.

5.1 Latency and Profiling

Figure 3 shows execution deltas for three different evaluation cost metrics: median query latency; the number of postings process; and the number of postings blocks decoded over ClueWeb12B.

Predicting Thresholds. The leftmost group in each pane summarizes improvements accruing from score prediction, factor \( P \). It
Table 5: Query processing latency (milliseconds) for four underlying methods, grouped into five categories based on the number of optimizations employed, for $k = 1000$ and ClueWeb12B. Speedups, shown in brackets, are computed with respect to the Default systems in the first row. The most efficient run in each category is highlighted in blue, and the most efficient run in each column is highlighted in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Median Latency ($P_{50}$)</th>
<th>Tail Latency ($P_{95}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RankedOR</td>
<td>WAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>135.7</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>130.0</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>148.0</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P+Q$</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P+R$</td>
<td>145.9</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P+S$</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q+R$</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q+S$</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R+S$</td>
<td>102.7</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P+Q+R$</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P+Q+S$</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P+R+S$</td>
<td>100.9</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q+R+S$</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P+Q+R+S$</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Execution deltas over all queries for each $S_B, S_I$ pair, with each box/whisker element representing $8 \times 5,000$ individual deltas. Three different facets of query execution (ClueWeb12B, $k = 1000$) are shown: median latency (left); postings evaluated (middle); and blocks decoded (right). Note that the $y$-axis has been transformed using an inverse hyperbolic arcsine function, which exhibits log-like properties but is determined for values of $y \leq 0$.

Results in a small increase in query throughput when aggregated across all $S_B, S_I$ pairs, with a slightly larger effect as the algorithm becomes more complex. This trend arises because as the algorithms become better at estimating true upper-bound scores, more pruning takes place, and fewer blocks are decoded. However, the only benefit that RankedOR receives is fewer heap operations.

Quantization. The second group in each pane, quantization, also has a positive impact on all algorithms, but becomes less effective for more complex algorithms, with RankedOR benefiting the most. This trend is accounted for by the volumes of postings being scored (center pane); methods which score the most postings benefit the most from quantization.
Quantization induces more scoring and decoding in the dynamic pruning algorithms on average, with the time saved in each operation still allowing net reductions in query latency. Quantization can also lead to highly negative execution deltas, with some queries taking one second longer than if they were processed without quantization. Detailed investigation revealed this to be a consequence of large numbers of score ties in the rankings, compounded by the min-heap implementation in the code-base used for these experiments admitting documents based on the liberal test $S \geq \theta$. The likelihood of documents having tied scores is much higher when quantization is being used, especially with single-term queries. While there is no right answer regarding specific tie-breaking functionality [28], changing to a strict $S > \theta$ heap entry requirement would be one simple way to accelerate retrieval [62].

**Index Reordering.** This third factor has a strong positive effect on the dynamic pruning algorithms, especially for the block-based methods. Reordering also improvesRankedOR speed – there is no impact on the volume of postings or blocks examined, but the reordered indexes are smaller and hence faster to decode.

Index reordering induces more scoring for WAND, but at the same time yields a large reduction in the number of blocks decoded, suggesting that reordering improves the locality of documents – when one document must be scored in a (compression) block, there is a high chance of scoring others in that block.

To quantify the extent of the clustering in the postings lists, a **postings accuracy** is computed for every posting in each index, defined as that posting’s impact as a fraction of the associated block-max impact, accuracy($t, d$) = $C(t, d) / U_{i,b}$. Figure 4 plots these accuracies as cumulative distributions across the Random and BP orderings of Gov2 and ClueWeb12B, for both Fixed and Variable block indexes. The notable and consistent relationship between the blue lines (random ordering) and red lines (reordered) illustrates why reordering has such a pronounced positive effect on the block-based dynamic pruning algorithms.

**Stopping.** While stopping leads to savings on average, it seems counterintuitive that stopping queries could lead to increases in postings scored and blocks decoded (Figure 3). In fact, in some cases stopping does make query processing slower, because it can remove highly discriminatory term combinations. Particularly egregious cases arise when queries are stopped down to single terms. For example, “signs of ms” → “signs”, which removes much of the benefits of dynamic pruning, especially for WAND which then only has a single upper-bound available to it. This particular example leads to WAND evaluating around 8.7 million extra documents, and adds up to 120 ms to the processing time. Practitioners might thus wish to consider special optimizations for single-term queries.

In terms of effectiveness, the risk of stopping can be quantified by computing the overlap between a stopped ranking and the corresponding unstopped ranking, noting that one important use-case of these methods is in the first phase of a multi-stage ranker, where it is the set of document that is required, and not their exact order. At $k = 1,000$ the mean (over queries, for ClueWeb12B) overlap between non-stopped processing and stopped processing is 96.7%, with 1,564 of the queries affected. The risk of effectiveness loss resulting from quantization can be similarly computed: quantization alone also results in an overlap of 96.7%, and quantization plus stopping achieves 94.1%. Failure cases tend to involve aggressive stopping, for example “what to do for burns” → “burns”, or short queries with flat term distributions, for example “news”.

### 5.2 Time Versus Space

**Trade-Offs.** Reduced processing latency is often achieved at the cost of increased index space, meaning that the trade-off between them is also of critical interest. Figure 5 shows the interaction between time and space for ClueWeb12B and VBMWP processing, in the left pane highlighting the eight $S_B, S_I$ pairs that correspond to quantization, and in the right pane highlighting the eight $S_B, S_I$ pairs that correspond to reordering. The efficiency gains due to
If a different ranking calculation is required for some reason, the index can still be used in RankedOR mode, simply ignoring the bound information. Another option is to compute and store multiple list bounds (to support WAND processing using a defined suite of similarity computations) and one set of block bounds (the primary similarity option, used for BMW or VBMW processing). A further compromise is to store the maximal $t_f$ value for each postings list, allowing (less precise) bounds to be computed on-the-fly [30, 31]. For example, flexible bounds are used in Lucene [21].

Similar heuristics could be extended to score threshold prediction, which also relies on pre-computing score impacts offline. Index quantization reduces flexibility; and while recent work has shown that quantization can still be used with append-only collections [40], any change to the ranking model requires totally re-scoring and quantizing all postings. On the other hand, index reordering is a one-time-only operation that is undertaken prior to indexing; hence, given the gains that are available, it should be the first priority for any practitioner. Stopping also provides efficiency gains without impacting flexibility, but needs to be applied judiciously.

**Implementation Complexity.** Programming effort is another dimension that has practical significance, and there are multiple instances in our results of optimization to “simpler” processing modes being viable alternatives to the more complex processing modes. Hence, there may be pragmatic considerations that suggest that RankedOR or WAND (relatively straightforward to implement) should be preferred to BMW/VBMW (complex to implement) unless there is a clear efficiency or resource bottleneck observed. Attention must also be paid to the type of optimizations that are available. For example, it may be wiser to spend some available space by shifting from the PEF or OptPFD codecs to the SIMD-BP128 codec than it is to apply the same (or more) space to quantization.

**Conclusion.** We posed five research questions in Section 1, with one over-riding concern, expressed in the paper’s title: whether efficiency improvements are additive.

As a result of this project, we are now able to provide answers. Having combined a palette of four processing modes, four orthogonal enhancements, and four compression codecs to create a smorgasbord of 256 systems, and then having run them over 5,000 queries and two large document collections, we have arrived at a set of qualified “yes” answers – that the efficiency improvements explored are indeed broadly additive; that there is little volatility risk involved in adding enhancements to existing systems; that query latency and index space can be traded against each other in interesting ways; and that there are other subjective trade-offs that should also be taken into consideration when designing an implementation.
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